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Abstract
The term Internet of things describes the global things which 
everything, including inanimate objects, has their own independent 
digital identities allowing computers to organize and manage them.
With the increasingly widespread innovations in computer, every 
day we observe more efforts of academe, industry to optimize the 
use of RFID technology along with other technologies such as 
sensor technology. 
Due to many benefits of flexibility and automation for the purposes 
of identifying objects, the technology of RFID is recognized very 
convenient. By using technologies such as RFID and integrating 
them with other technologies such as wireless sensors, the current 
Internet can be directed to the Internet of things (IoT). The main 
objective and aim of this effort is the optimal use of existing 
facilities and new solutions for remote, complete and accurate 
monitoring of objects and improving the quality of human life, 
so that it can be claimed that the Internet is an effective presence 
in all the moments of human life. 
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I. Introduction
Today we are observing many attempts to optimize the use of RFID 
technology with other technologies such as wireless sensor. Prior 
to this, it was thought only humans can be connected to networks 
and achieve the benefit and facilities. But more than a decade, 
new concepts have developed in the terms of a series of intelligent 
products to the market [1]. Now an idea has prevailed upon which 
every physical object will be able to connect to the Internet or 
other means of communication device, being in interaction with 
other objects.The term of Internet of things (IoT) originally 
launched in 1997 by the International Telecommunication Union 
[2]. RFID, WSN Technology and communication protocols of 
objects constitute the most important parts of IoT [3].
The emergence of the phenomenon of the Internet and IoT is 
one of the thousands results of technological development 
and Goverments in particular the development of the wireless 
technology and Micro -Electronic system [5]. This paper studies 
IoT to find solutions so that through them it would be mediated 
through the Internet at anytime and anywhere, communicating 
with any device. In addition to the introduction and identification 
of that into network, the information and status of the environment 
also can be learned and new forms of communication between 
people and objects, even between objects, are also provided, 
thus this phenomenon is known as the Internet of Things (IoT), 
rather than individuals, including issues related to the objects.This 
technology offers some sorts of appropriate ways to reduce the role 
of humans and errors made by humans for surveillance, diagnosis 
and control of objects and the world of the Internet [4].
The rest of the paper proceeds are as follows, section II introduces 
Architecture of IoT, section III introduce the Key technology 
of IoT and section IV will be Conclusion, and finally the paper 
reference in section V.

II. Architecture of IoT:

Conforming to the Commendation of the International 
Telecommunication Union, the network and architecture of 
internet of things has five categories,the sensing layer, the access 
layer, the network layer, the middleware layer, and the Application 
layer [6].
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Fig. 1:

A. The Sensing Layer
The target and aim of sensing layer is to capture the interest 
data and information of huge-scaly by different kind of 
Sensors,Identificatioin Intelligent and share the gained information 
with the related units in the network.

B. The Access Layer
This layer principal subordinate is to transfer data from the 
sensing layer to the network layer through existant mobile 
network,wirless network ,wirless Lan’s,Satellite and other network 
infrastructure.

C. The Network Layer
The targets of this layer is to integrate the information resource of 
the network into large intelligence network through the internet 
platform,also for establish an efficient and reliable infrastracture 
platform by upper-class servicing which provide by managemet 
and large scale of industrial application.

D. The Middleware Layer
This layer function is to manage and control network information 
real-time, for providing a good user connection for upper layer 
application, which include the different bussiness support platform, 
information processing platfrom and intelligent computing 
platform.
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E. The Application layer
This layer target is to integrate the function of the bottom system 
for purpose of the makeing the practical application for varouse 
industeries,such as smart environmet and logistics,smart grids,smart 
transportation,smart agreeculture,and smart medicalcare.

III. Key Technology of IoT:

A. EPC (Electronic Product Code)
The first introduction of the IoT derives from a”things oriented” 
prespective where thing is consider the things were very simple 
items radio frequenct identification (RFID) tags.
The concept of IoT architecture to several senario like the Auto-
ID labs, EPC, object name service(ONS), all this concept have 
target to architecte the IoT with global designed.
The Aim of EPC is supporting use of RFID and spread it to the 
world-wide network for modern future of network and also create 
the smart industry for standard global for EPC glaobal network.
EPC was developed by Auto-ID from Massachusetts institute of 
technology for purpose of sharing data in real time by discovering a 
unique identifier and use RFID, wirless communication technology 
through internet infractracture and platform.
EPC: It is a 96 bit code and it’s divided into four categories, 
first partition is Header,0-7 bits which describe the numbers, 
types and length of future information, the target of header is 
to provide extensibility for subsequent and future information 
requirement.
Second partition is Manager, 8-35 bits, it’s define responsibility to 
maintenance two scenario, object type code and serial numbers in 
thier domain. Tired is Object Class, 36–59 bits, the duty of object 
class is to be used for much number otherwise any other object
-grouping which is developed by the EPCmanager. Fourth is 
Serial Number, 60- 95, its describe the encoding a unique object 
identification number for all types, it provide 
2^36 = 68, 719, 476, 736, unique identifiers [7].
EPC have different element, EPC encoding, EPC tage, reader, 
EPC savant, ONS server, PML, EPC-IS [8].
EPC encoding: It has four field composed including EPC 
header,EPC manager,serial number,object classification the coding 
length should for 64 bits,between 46 bit and 256 bit which should 
be unique number for all goods in all of the world
EPC tags: It’s same as RFID tags, it’s very simple and cheap 
then all data should stored in EPC tags.EPC tags can divided in 
two categories , read-only and read/write tags
Reader: Is target is to getting and capture information from EPC 
tags
EPC savant: Is manage and will deliver information that is come 
to reader parts
Object Name service: In traditional internet any host address 
should identified by querying appropriate server that called 
domain name server(DNS).objective of DNS provide IP address 
for every host from certain and unique input name,but in case 
of IoT communication will occoure between object instead of 
hosts thereforthe concept of ONS interduce which integration and 
description of specifice object related to RFID tags identifier.ONS 
is based on EPC encoding and users,to determine which data are 
stored in EPC-IS
PML: Physical markup language is developed from XML adopted 
a common standard syntax to describe natural objects
EPC-IS: It target is storage and provide different product 
information to the EPC code hence this information store in PML 
format.

Fig. 2: The Architecture of EPC Network

The workmanship of EPC system,the reader should read EPC data 
in EPC tags and send it to EPC savant,after the processing and 
analyzing ,that will occoure in EPC savant for complexity,savant 
try to look EPC product data in local EPC-IS then if the savant 
find any data will directly and quickly send to EPC savant,if not 
the EPC-IS will send query request used EPC cods for getting 
keyword to the ONS server. When ONS returns IP address of 
remote EPC-IS, local EPC-IS will send it the request to the EPC-
IS by query and to purpose of getting product data and will pass 
to EPC savant and waiting for PML cache,hence EPC savant is 
as core position

B. RFID Technology
RFID is the concept of using radio signals to automatically detect 
an object for storing and remotely retrieving data, generally 
component of RFID Composed of, Tags, Tags Reader, Antenna, 
Information management software, Database

Fig. 3: RFID Reader Block Diagram

Data is moved and transferred between data sender and data 
receiver device by radio waves [9]. The sender data piece is 
known as tags and recipient information piece is called reader or 
tag reader. tags are usually placed on the objects. If we put tags 
in categories based on the power supply, there would be three 
main types of them;Active tags, Passive tags, Semi-active tags  
Active and passive tags are very different, but it can be noted that 
active tags receive the energy needed from mobile battery, while 
passive tags have no power supply by them, using the energy of 
electromagnetic radiation emitted by the tag reader, having less 
range and scope reading than active tags.
Passive tags are less costly with long life, and also small dimensions. 
Another type of tag is also semi-active that in addition to its internal 
battery use, it can use the energy waves emitted by the tag reader. 
Antenna is used for transmitting radio signals between the tag 
reader and tag itself, being used for both. There is information 
management software for data processing and data collection. This 
software- usually on a local server- allows the data exchanged by 
tag reader being collected and accepted, stored and retrieved in a 
database in case of any need. RFID technology can be a substitute 
for barcodes. In fact RFID is more than a barcode because it has 
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an automatic system of scanner. These two technologies have 
major differences. The main difference is that RFID technology 
is capable of handling large volumes of data which necessary 
collected the data by tags reader.

IV. Conclusion
RFID technology is an innovative solution for the current business 
process and chain managment.RFID is a tool for companies 
and organization for re-think the design for business process.
one of the important character of RFID for future,with impact 
of globalization economic and difficulty of cross-border trade 
.RFID will play critical role as solution of Tracking,Identificatio
n,Security check-process automation for economic status of every 
country.The sucess of new IT as IoT technology,Implimentation 
will be developed from iniation,adoption,acceptance routilization 
and infusion stage,also RFID can make the lightwight for 
communication between device in era of the IoT with help of 
WSN as key component for IoT.
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